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1. General Information 

This applet works  with android system (from Android version 4.0). 

2. Installation 

On the android device unknown sources must be checked. (Settings  Security  Unknown sources 
(enable)) 

Connect your tablet with USB cable to the PC. 

Copy xxx.apk file to your device (telephone, tablet, ecc.. ,download folder), double click to install the 
application.  
Warning! All files in the application folder will be deleted. If there are important files (like for 
example what is shown in pic55 for error log), save them to another folder before proceeding to 
the upgrade. 

3. Start 

Press on LGL applet icon (pic.1) 

 

Pic. 1 

Pic.2a appears (HOME screen) 

                                        

       Pic.2A                                                                                       Pic.2  

To recall an existing machine configuration, 

press “Open machine” (see paragraph 3.10.2) 

If there is no saved configuration yet, press 

Settings. Picture 2 appears 
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 Get Feeder 3.1

Press  “Get Feeder” button, Pic.3 appears.  

NOTE: If a configuration is already present, Pic.3a will appear. By pressing OK the existing loaded 

configuration will be unloaded (it remains in the database ready to be loaded later) and the system 

will prepare to get the new configuration. 

Insert values and press OK.  

 

                             Pic.3                                                                              Pic.3a 

When feeder scan on the bus finishes, Pic.4 appears. 

 

Pic.4 
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Press  to go back to home screen. 

Press   to read software release for the selected feeders. 

Press  to read alarms from the selected feeders. 

Press  for “Get Feeder” function. 

Press  to feeders parameters. 

If some of the above icons do not appear,  press   (MORE), a drop down menu will list all the 

functions. 

 Software Release and Alarms 3.2

After Get Feeder, you can read release and alarms of the selected feeder. 

Press on “Sw release -  Alarm” button (in main screen Pic.2) to get to Pic.5. 

 

Pic. 5 

The background color of each square change according to alarm. 
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If status is “RUN” or “OK” the background color will be green, in the other cases it will be red. 

 Parameters 3.3

After having performed “Get Feeder” function, you can read parameters of selected feeders. 

Press on “Parameters” button (in main screen Pic.2) to get Pic.6. 

 

Pic.6 

If “Read one time” is selected, the  communication stops after one reading. 

Press   to start communication (possible if there is at least one parameter selected). 

Press   to stop communication. 

Press  to create a new machine configuration (i.e. create groups of feeders according to the 

yarn, to be able to work on each group independent from the others). 

Press   to select the feeders group to show (in case the machine configuration is already 

present). 
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Press  to get other options (Pic. 7). 

 

Pic. 7 

To select or deselect the feeder, press and hold 3 seconds the feeder square. If the background 

square becomes grey, the feeder has been deselected. 

To see one specific parameter (and read or write its value) press on the feeder square: 

Modify/Open a configuration 

Select/deselect all devices 
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Pic.8 

To Exit, press back  or  

  

Press to select a parameter 

Enable this to modify all feeders 

on the screen 

To read one time the parameter value 
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3.3.1 Create/View group 

After Get Feeder, press on “Parameters” button and press on   icon or “Create groups”: 

 

Pic.12 

The first operation to perform concerns the belt driven feeders. Select the feeder number which is 

deputed to calculate the yarn consumption of the belt driven feeders (i.e. the LGL feeder where the 

yarn going out of the feeder enters one belt feeder). If this function is not needed, press  

without selecting any device. 

By pressing the square, select the belt feeder; moreover the following screen appears:. 

 

Pic.13 
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Insert the number of the belt driven feeders involved in the pattern, then Press . 

At the end press , to continue the feeders groups creation. 

 

Pic.14 

Insert the groups number and press . Normally each yarn corresponds to one group. So the 

number of groups to insert is equal to the number of different yarns present in the pattern. 

Pic.15 appears for each group, where the operator has to insert the specific group name (it can be 

the name of the yarn for example): 

 

Pic.15 

Press  to insert next group name or  to re-insert the previous group name. After the name of 

the last group has been inserted, Pic.15 disappears, leaving the place to picture 16: 
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Pic.16 

On top of the picture there is the name of the group (“gr1” in this case); touch the feeder square to 

include the first feeder into this group. Background color changes, and each group is characterized 

by a different background color. 

It is not necessary to touch all feeders which belong to one group in order to include them in the 

group. There is the chance to create the sequence with the first feeders of each group and then use 

the repeat   command. 

Press  icon, in order to repeat the sequence on all the remaining feeders. 
 

 Press  for the next group. By  you can re associate devices to previous groups. 

When this operation is over press  untill Pic. 16a appears. 

 

Pic.16a 
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Press  to confirm or  to return to group association (Pic.16) 

In order to view all feeders or each group, use  (Pic.6) button. 

In order to save the just created  draw configuration, go back to HOME and press  “Save 

Machine”. Pic.41 appears 

 

Pic.41 

Insert configuration name and press OK. The machine configuration file is a .mac file that can be 

stored in the memory of the tablet or of the phone and recalled later. This file saves the groups 

created for a specific pattern. We suggest to call the machine configuration like the pattern it has 

been created for, and store it in a database so that the file recalled anytime the same pattern is 

loaded again on the machine. 
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 YCM function  3.4

From Home screen press on  “YCM function”. 

 

Pic.21 

Press on  to insert measurement unit, machine revolution and machine needles (Pic.22) 

 

Pic.22 

Press on  to type yarn features for all selected feeders (Pic.23) 
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Pic.23 

Press  “Start” (Pic.24) 

 

Pic.24 

When YCM is over Pic.25 appears: 
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Pic.25 

By pressing   button, the fabric composition will appear. 

 

Pic 25a 

It is possible to save  the report in a file. Press on .  
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Pic.26 

Insert file name and press . 

The yarn consumption information saved in this way, can be included in a database and opened with 

MICROSOFT EXCEL or similar. This information is very useful to calculate the cost of the pattern, as it 

contains the information in cm and in grams about the yarn consumed by each feeder, including the 

belt driven feeders. Moreover the file gives the information about the pattern composition (yarn and 

percentage in weight). 
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 YCC function – password required  3.5

 

YCC SYSTEM checks yarn consumption of each feeder during one pattern, and stops the machine if 

the yarn consumption is out of tolerance with respect to a reference value stored in the memory of 

each feeder. 

1. Select From Home screen and insert password yccvisibile. 

2. On Home screen press    “YCC function” button. 

 

Pic.27 

3. Select feeders groups by using  button 

4. Press  to insert general settings for YCC function. Pic.28 appears 
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Pic.28 

Insert all information and press . 

5. Press    to start tuning. Pic.29 appears: 

 

Pic.29 

Tuning will last for the number of revolutions set in “pattern revolution” tab of the above general 

settings screen (pic.28). During tuning the  warning message in pic29 appears and the system is not 

active.  

Reference yarn consumption: automatically 

set at the end of tuning 

Present yarn consumption: refreshed after 

each revolution 

Actual threshold percentage: refreshed at 

each revolution. RED if out of tolerance, 

BLACK if within the tolerance. 

Reference threshold: to be set by the 

operator 

Pattern revolution: insert the 

number of pattern revolutions  

Minimum speed: Insert a minimum 

speed below which YCC system is 

not working.   

Zone UP/Zone LOW: Enable Alarm if 

the actual consumption value is 

higher/lower than the reference 

value +/- tolerance (%ref).   
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NOTE: UP control and LW control can also be selected later, when tuning is over. 

NOTE: If tuning has already been done, in order to start YCC press , the green bar 

starts moving  and the YCC button turns to be . 

6. At the end of tuning, the warning message automatically disappears, the tuning  button 

turns to be . The YCC gets active and it starts monitoring the pattern. 

 

 
 

 

 

To stop the YCC system, press . 

 

Press  to save settings in KYC device 

Press  to save file settings in a file (Insert file name and press OK). 

Press  to recall file settings from files stored in the database. 

 

Reference percentage %Ref.  : tolerance 
percentage.  
This value must be set by the operator.   
By writing the number directly in the square of the 
feeder and pressing ENTER, the value is sent to each 
selected feeder.  
If UP control tag is selected in the “YCC general 
settings” screen, the system will stop the machine if 
ACTUAL value is higher than cm Ref + %Ref. 
Similarly, if LW control tag is selected in the “YCC 
general settings” screen, the system will stop the 
machine if ACTUAL value is lower than cm Ref -
 %Ref.  
In square number 2 the reference is 8303cm, the 
actual measurement is 8408cm. The tolerance 
percentage is 1.5%.  
The difference between the actual and the 
reference value is 1.27% (the actual value is 1.27% 
higher than the reference).  
1.27% is lower than 1.5%, so the machine does not 
stop.  
In square number 4 the difference between actual 
and reference value is -2.23% (the actual value is 
2.23% lower than the reference).   
2.23% is higher than 1.5%, so the value is written in 
red and the machine stops (if the LW control tag has  
been selected). 

 

8303 

8408 

1.5 

1.27 

8303 

-2.23 

8261 

1.5 
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 YSC function – password required  3.6

 
YSC is a function which allows the feeder equipped with ATTIVO to control the yarn consumption 

reference (yarn consumption mode) during plain knitting fabric, and the tension reference (tension 

mode) during Jacquard patterns.  

Feeders can automatically pass from one mode to the other when the pattern passes from plain to 

jacquard and viceversa. 

Required software:  
KYC: from KYC_V1.20 onwards  
Knitting Global: from version 10.10 onwards  
Feeders: ECOMPACT from SW ECM2010 onwards  
COMPACT: SW CMX23XX  
 

Steps to be done to start the function  

The pattern must be plain, all feeders of the same group must consume the same amount of yarn. 

 

1. Select from Home screen and insert password yscview. 

2. On Home screen press   “YSC function” button. 

 

Pic.30 

Menu item Pic.31 
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Pic.31 

Press Tuning or to start “tuning procedure”. Pic.32 appears. 

 

Pic.32 

If there are some groups, the groups names appear in the window (above there are three groups, 
belt, gr1 and gr2), and the operator has to select the ones where he needs to enable the yarn 
consumption mode. Press and hold to select/deselect a group.  This mode will be active only on the 
selected groups. The other groups will keep working in tension mode.  
Insert time filter (leave 15seconds, which is related to the tuning time)and press OK to start tuning 
procedure. (Pic.33). If time filter is 15, the tuning procedure will last around 30seconds. 
If the machine is running, the next message appears:  
 

 

Deselected (red) 
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Stop the machine and enable tuning procedure when the machine is standing. 

 

Pic.33 

When tuning is terminated, YSC is active. Pic.34 

 

Pic. 34 

The tuning procedure is required to allow each feeder to learn a speed reference which corresponds 

to a specific real time yarn consumption.  

The yarn consumption reference is the same for all feeders belonging to the same group, as this 

value is an average value calculated by the KYC device on the base of the values received by each 

feeder of the group.  

When the YSC function is working, the desired tension (TDes parameter) will be modified by each 

feeder in order to keep this yarn consumption reference constant. 

To see one specific parameter (and read or write its value) press on the feeder square (Pic.35): 
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Pic.35 

 

YSC parameters and their meaning 

Read Cons: this is the actual yarn consumption (read only, in cm/2s).  

Desired Cons: this is the desired yarn consumption set during tuning procedure (read/write, in 

Cm/2s). Each feeder keeps this parameter constant by modifying the desired tension. Of course also 

Tdes parameter can be displayed (by going back to Group tag) in order to see how much this 

parameter is changing during time.  

T.min: minimum tension permitted by YSC system (default 2g). If the yarn tension Tdes gets to Tmin 

during YSC working, YSC stays active, even if the tension won’t go below Tmin.  

T.max: maximum tension permitted by YSC system (default 7g). If the yarn tension Tdes gets to 

Tmax during YSC working, YSC stays active, even if the tension won’t go above Tmax.  

Both T.min and T.max can depend on the mechanics of the output brake. In fact the output brake 

could not be able to achieve a too high or a too low tension.  

%max: maximum variation of real time yarn consumption above which YSC system is disabled. This 

parameter defines a limit between a plain area and a jacquard area of the same pattern. When the 

yarn consumption overcomes %max, it means that the pattern is no more plain and that feeder must 

work in tension mode. The tension each feeder adjusts is the very last it was adjusting during 

consumption mode (default 10%).  

Tuning des t.: tension of the ATTIVO system during tuning procedure. During tuning procedure 

ATTIVO is working in tension mode, and this is the tension at which the system record the yarn 

consumption parameters. 
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To stop YSC function , press . The following picture appears: 

 

All feeders squarse become red. Please read carefully what is written in the message above. In fact 

Tdes parameter can be very different from the set value when YSC started.  

If not changed manually, when YSC system is turned off Tdes parameter keeps the very last value 

YSC system sets in each feeder. 

 Feeder monitor function 3.7

This function allows to see the complete parameters table for one specific feeder. In the normal 

visualization only two parameters at a time are visible. 

From HOME page press  “Feeder Monitor” . Pic. 36 appears: 

 

Pic.36 
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Insert device number and press OK. Press  for reading parameters value. 

 

Pic.37  

To change parameters value, press on each square. The following picture appears: 

 

Pic.38 

Insert new value and press  “Write”. 
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 KLS function  3.8

From HOME page press on  “KLS Function”. 

 

Pic.39 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Press to read KLS value. This value 

in seconds corresponds to the delay 

by means of which the KLS system 

is activated every time the machine 

starts (speed ramp to reach 

production speed) 

Press to read machine and KLS 

status 

Press to read KYC green button 

status. From here it is possible to 

manage KLS system and disable the 

button the KYC box 

The button allows to enable or 

disable the green button on the kyc 

box. 

Command (drop down menu): 

To be used when green button has 

been disabled. 

1. Autotuning: to send the 

calibration procedure 

2. KLS OFF: to disable KLS (in 

case of striping) 
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 System 3.9

NOTE: function under password. 

From start page press on  “System”. 

 

Pic.40 
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3.9.1 Change Kyc Settings  

From the screen shown in picture 40, Press on  icon to modify KYC IP settings (Pic.45) 

 

Pic.45 
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Press “Read WIFI KYC Setting” to read present value. 

Insert/change the value and press “Save” to confirm. 

At the end  Pic.46 appears: 

 

Pic.46 

Press to reboot the KYC. 

The applet must be restarted. 

 Save & Open machine configuration 3.10

3.10.1 Save a machine configuration 

In order to save a machine configuration, press  “Save Machine” in main screen. Pic.47 appears 

 

Pic.47 
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Insert configuration name and press OK. The machine configuration file is a .mac file that can be 

stored in the memory of the tablet or of the phone and recalled later. This file saves the groups 

created for a specific pattern, the yarn types and counts and the parameter list for each group. 

3.10.2 Open a machine configuration 

To open an existing machine configuration, press on  “Open Machine” in main screen. Appear 

Pic.48 

 

Pic.48 

Search your file and press OK. 

Pic 48a appears. Press BACK to load only feeders groups and yarns type and count. Press OK to load 

feeders groups, yarns type and count and in addition parameter values. 

 

Pic.48a 
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The name of the loaded configuration appears on top of the screen (see next picture where the 

loaded configuration is “pippo.mac”) 

 

 Insert new IP address 3.11

Press icon. Appear Pic.49 
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Pic.49 

If you want to manage IP (add or modify) press on icon. Appear Pic.50 

 

Pic.50 

If you want to delete an existing IP, press three seconds on rectangle. Appear Pic.51 

 

Pic.51 

At the end press on  icon for saving changes. 

To export the list of IP addresses press on “Export” item (Pic.51a). 

To import the a list of saved IP address, press on “Import” item (Pic.51a). 

 

Pic.51a 
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 About Page 3.12

Press  icon. Appear Pic.52 

 

Pic.52 

 Advisor  3.13

If advisor status is enabled (see paragraph 3.11, picture 50) and number of feeders to be monitored 

is different form 0 (see paragraph 3.9, picture 40), Advisor function is active. 

When the machine stopped for feeder’s alarm will appear pic.53. 

 

Pic.53 

The Android device vibrates and sounds. A message will appear in the background pic.54 
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Pic.54 

When machine runs again, this message disappears automatically. 

 Enable error log 3.14

If “log error saving”  (see par. 3.11, picture 50) is enabled and “number of feeders to be monitored” 

(see par. 3.9, picture 40) is different from 0 ,the system, at each machine stop caused by one feeder, 

will update the log file in application folder (view Pic.55). 

 

 

Pic.55 

 


